Abstract. A simple axiomatic characterization of the general (infinite dimensional, noncommutative) Itô algebra is given and a pseudo-Euclidean fundamental representation for such algebra is described. The notion of Itô B*-algebra, generalizing the C*-algebra is defined to include the Banach infinite dimensional Itô algebras of quantum Brownian and quantum Lévy motion, and the B*-algebras of vacuum and thermal quantum noise are characterized. It is proved that every Itô algebra is canonically decomposed into the orthogonal sum of quantum Brownian (Wiener) algebra and quantum Lévy (Poisson) algebra. In particular, every quantum thermal noise is the orthogonal sum of a quantum Wiener noise and a quantum Poisson noise as it is stated by the Lévy-Khinchin theorem in the classical case.
Introduction
The classical differential calculus for the infinitesimal increments dx = x (t + dt)− x (t) became generally accepted only after Newton gave a very simple algebraic rule (dt) 2 = 0 for the formal computations of first order differentials for smooth trajectories t → x (t) in a phase space. The linear space of the differentials dx = αdt for a (complex) trajectory became treated at each x = x (t) ∈ C as a one-dimensional algebra a = Cd t of the elements a = αd t with involution a ⋆ =ᾱd t given by the complex conjugation α →ᾱ of the derivative α = dx/dt ∈ C and the nilpotent multiplication a · a ⋆ = 0 corresponding to the multiplication table d t · d ⋆ t = 0 for the basic nilpotent element d t = d ⋆ t , the abstract notation of dt. Note that the nilpotent ⋆-algebra a of abstract infinitesimals αd t has no realization in complex numbers, as well as no operator representation αD t with a Hermitian nilpotent D t = D † t in a Euclidean (complex pre-Hilbert) space, but it can be represented by the algebra of complex nilpotent 2 × 2 matricesâ = αd t , whered t = in the basis h ± = (e + ± e − ) / √ 2 in which (xD t |x) = (xD t |x) for all x = ξ − , ξ + with respect to the pseudo-Euclidean scalar product (x|x) = ξ − ξ − + ξ + ξ + , where ξ ± = (ζ ± η) / √ 2 =ξ ∓ ∈ C. The Newton's formal computations can be generalized to non-smooth paths to include the calculus of first order forward differentials dy ≃ (dt) 1/2 of continuous diffusions y (t) ∈ R which have no derivative at any t, and the forward differentials dn ∈ {0, 1} of left continuous counting trajectories n (t) ∈ Z + which have zero derivative for almost all t (except the points of discontinuity when dn = 1). The first is usually done by adding the rules (1.2) (dw) 2 = dt, dwdt = 0 = dtdw in formal computations of continuous trajectories having the first order forward differentials dx = αdt + βdw with the diffusive part given by the increments of standard Brownian paths w (t). The second can be done by adding the rules (1.3) (dm) 2 = dm + dt, dmdt = 0 = dtdm in formal computations of left continuous and smooth for almost all t trajectories having the forward differentials dx = αdt + γdm with jumping part dz ∈ {γ, −γdt} given by the increments of standard Lévy paths m (t) = n (t) − t. These rules, well known since the beginning of this century, were formalized by Itô [1] into the form of a stochastic calculus: the first one is now known as the multiplication rule for the forward differential of the standard Wiener process w (t), and the second one is the multiplication rule for the forward differential of the standard Poisson process n (t), compensated by its mean value t.
The linear span of dt and dw forms a two-dimensional differential Itô algebra b = Cd t + Cd w for the complex Brownian motions x (t) = αdt + ηdw, where 
As in the case of the Newton algebra, the Itô ⋆-algebras b and c have no Euclidean operator realization, but they can be represented by the algebras of triangular matrices B = αD t + ηD w , C = αD t + ζD m with pseudo-Hermitian basis elements
where xB † |x = (xB|x) for all x = ξ − , ξ • , ξ + ∈ C 3 in the complex threedimensional Minkowski space with respect to the indefinite metric (x|x) = ξ − ξ − + ξ • ξ
• + ξ + ξ + , where ξ µ =ξ −µ with − (−, •, +) = (+, •, −). Note that according to the Lévy-Khinchin theorem, every stochastic process x (t) with independent increments can be canonically decomposed into a smooth, Wiener and Poisson parts as in the mixed case of one-dimensional complex motion x (t) = αdt + ηdw + ζdm given by the orthogonal and thus commutative increments dwdm = 0 = dmdw. In fact such generalized commutative differential calculus applies not only to the stochastic integration with respect to the processes with independent increments; these formal algebraic rules, or their multidimensional versions, can be used for formal computations of forward differentials for any classical trajectories decomposed into the smooth, diffusive and jumping parts.
Two natural questions arrise: are there other then these two commutative differential algebras which could be useful, in particular, for formal computations of the noncommutative differentials in quantum theory, and if there are, is it possible to characterize them by simple axioms and to give a generalized version of the Lévy-Khinchin decomposition theorem? The first question has been already positively answered since the well known differential realization of the simplest non-commutative table
was given in the mid of 60-th in terms of the annihilatorsŵ (t) and creatorsŵ † (t) of a quantum Brownian thermal noise [2] . This paper gives a systematic answer on the second question, the first part of which has been in principle positively resolved in our papers [3, 4] .
Although the orthogonality condition
for the classical independent increments dw and dm can be realized only in a higher, at least four, dimensional Minkowski space, it is interesting to make sense of the non-commutative ⋆-algebra, generated by three dimensional non-orthogonal matrix representations (1.4) of these differentials with
This is the four-dimensional ⋆-algebra a = CD t + CE − + CE + + CE of triangular matrices A = αD + z given by the algebraic combinations 
with zero products for all other pairs, for the multiplication of the canonical number dΛ, creation dΛ + , annihilation dΛ − , and preservation dΛ
Note that any two-dimensional Itô ⋆-algebra a is commutative as d t a = 0 = ad t for any other element a = d t of the basis {a, d t } in a. Moreover, each such algebra is either of the Wiener or of the Poisson type, as it is either second order nilpotent, or contains a unital one-dimensional subalgebra, as the cases of the subalgebras b, c. Other two-dimensional sub-algebras containing d t , are generated by either Wiener d w =ξe − + ξe + or Poisson d m = e + λd w element with the special case d m = e, corresponding to the only non-faithful Itô algebra of the Poisson process with zero intensity λ 2 = 0. However there is only one three dimensional ⋆-subalgebra of the four-dimensional HP algebra with d t , namely the noncommutative subalgebra of vacuum Brownian motion, generated by the creation e + and annihilation e − differentials. Thus our results on the classification of noncommutative Itô ⋆-algebras will be nontrivial only in the higher dimensions of a.
The well known Lévy-Khinchin classification of the classical noise can be reformulated in purely algebraic terms as the decomposability of any commutative Itô algebra into Wiener (Brownian) and Poisson (Lévy) orthogonal components. In the general case we shall show that every Itô ⋆-algebra is also decomposable into a quantum Brownian, and a quantum Lévy orthogonal components.
Thus classical stochastic calculus developed by Itô, and its quantum stochastic analog, given by Hudson and Parthasarathy in [5] , has been unified in a ⋆-algebraic approach to the operator integration in Fock space [3] , in which the classical and quantum calculi become represented as two extreme commutative and noncommutative cases of a generalized Itô calculus.
In the next section we remind the definition of the general Itô algebra and show that every such algebra can be embedded as a ⋆-subalgebra into in general infinite dimensional Hudson-Parthasarathy algebra as it was first proved in [4] .
Assuming that the parametrization is exact such that dΛ (t, a) = 0 ⇒ a = 0, where 0 = ad t for any a ∈ a, we can always identify a with the linear span,
and consider it as a complex associative ⋆-algebra, having the death d t ∈ a, a ⋆-invariant annihilator a ·d t = {0} corresponding to dΛ (t, a) dt = {0}. The derivative l of the differential expectations a → l (a) dt with respect to the Lebesgue measure dt, called the Itô algebra state, is a linear positive ⋆-functional
We shall identify the Itô algebra (dΛ (a) , ldt) and the parametrizing algebra (a, l) and assume that it is faithful in the sense that the ⋆-ideal
is trivial, i = {0}, otherwise a should be factorized with respect to this ideal. Note that the associativity of the algebra a as well as the possibility of its noncommutativity is inherited from the associativity and noncommutativity of the operator product ∆Λ (t, a) ∆Λ (t, b) on the pre-Hilbert space. Now we can study the representations of the Itô algebra (a, l). Because any Itô algebra contains the Newton nilpotent subalgebra (Cd t , l), it has no identity and cannnot be realized by operators in a Euclidean space even if it is finite-dimensional ⋆-algebra. Thus we have to consider the operator representations of a in a pseudoEuclidean space, and we shall find such representations in the simplest one, in a complex Minkowski space.
Let H be a complex pseudo-Euclidean space with respect to a separating indefinite metric (x|x), and h∈H be a non-zero vector. We denote by B (H) the †-algebra of all operators A : H → H with A † H ⊆ H, where A † is defined as the kernel of the Hermitian adjoint sesquilinear form x|A
We can always assume that (h|h) = 0, otherwise h should be replaced by the vector 
Moreover, due to the pseudo-orthogonality 
and ( Proof. Now we shall construct a faithful canonical operator representation for any Itô algebra (a, l). The functional l defines for each a ∈ a the canonical quadruple 
It is faithful because of the triviality of the ideal (2.2). Now we can use the convenience a . Thus, we have constructed the canonical representation 
, into the HP algebra, associated with the space H of its canonical representation.
Note that because the Itô algebra is assumed faithful in the sense of the triviality of the ideal (2.2), the fundamental representation, and so the canonical representation (2.9), is also faithful. It proves in this case that Λ (t, a) = a µ ν Λ ν µ (t), where This was already noted in [3, 4] that any (classical or quantum) stochastic noise described by a process t ∈ R + → Λ (t, a) , a ∈ a with independent increments dΛ (t, a) = Λ (t + dt, a) − Λ (t, a) forming an Itô †-algebra, can be represented in the Fock space F over the space of H-valued square-integrable functions on R + , with the vacuum vector state.
Two basic Itô B*-algebras
Here we consider two extreme cases of Banach Itô algebras as closed sub-algebras of the vaccum HP-algebra b (H) associated with a Hilbert space H. The first case correspondes to a pure state l on a as it is in the case of a quantum noise of zero temperature, and the second case corresponds to a completely mixed l as in the case of a quantum noise of a finite temperature. B*-Itô algebra of a vacuum Brownian motion if it is defined by a ⋆-invariant direct sum G = G + ⊕G − ⊆ K given by a Hilbert subspace G + ⊆ H, G − = G † + and A = {0}. In the case I ∈ A the algebra A is not degenerated and contains also the vacuum Poisson subalgebra C ⊕ {0} ⊕ CI of the total quantum number on H, and other Poisson two-dimensional subalgebras, generated by a = (α, ζ ⊕ η, I) with η = e iθ ζ † . We shall call a closed Itô subalgebra c ⊆ a of the HP B*-algebra a = b (H) the B*-algebra of a vacuum Lévy motion if it is given by a direct sum E = E + ⊕E − ⊆ K with E = E † + and a †-subalgebra A ⊆ B (H) nondegenerated on the subspace E + ⊆ H. Theorem 3. Every vacuum B*-algebra can be decomposed into an orthogonal sum a = b + c, b · c = {0} of the Brownian vacuum B*-algebra b and the Lévy vacuum B*-algebra c. This decomposition is unique on the zero mean kernel x = {x ∈ a : l (x) = 0}.
Proof. This decomposition is uniquely defined for all a = (α, ξ, A) by a = αd t +y+z, with y = (0, η, 0), z = (0, ζ, A), η = P ξ ⊕ ξP ∈ G, ζ = ξ − η ∈ E, where P = P † is the maximal projector in H, for which AP = {0}, G + = P H, and E + = G 
Here η|ξ ⋆ − = η ⋆ |ξ + is the right scalar product,
given by the multiplications, they are bounded:
Note that we do not require the sub-space DD ⊆ D of all products {ηζ : η, ζ ∈ D} to be dense in D w.r.t. any of two Hilbert norms on D, but it is always dense w.r.t. the operator semi-norm (3.7) on D. Hence the operator †-algebra C = {C : D ∋ ζ → ξζ|ξ ∈ D} w.r.t. the left scalar product, which is also represented on the D ∋ η equipped with ·|· − by the right multiplications ηC = ηξ, ξ ∈ D, can be degenerated on D.
the algebra D is commutative. It is a Banach algebra separated by the semi-norms (3.9) a = ξ , a − = ξ − , a + = ξ + , a − + = |α| . if its normed ⋆-algebra D is complete jointly w.r.t. to the first three norms.
We shall call such complete Itô algebra the thermal B*-algebra as l (a ⋆ a) = ξ 2 + = 0 for any a ∈ a with ξ = 0. If ζη = 0 for all ζ, η ∈ D, it is the Itô B*-algebra of thermal Brownian motion. A thermal B*-subalgebra b ⊆ a with such trivial product is given by any involutive pre-Hilbert ⋆-invariant two-normed subspace G ⊆ D which is closed w.r.t. the Hilbert sum η|ζ − + ζ|η + . We shall call such Brownian algebra b = C⊕G the quantum (if · + = · − ) Wiener B*-algebra associated with the space G.
In the opposite case, if DD = {ζη : ζ, η ∈ D} is dense in D, it has nondegenerated operator representation C on D. Any closed involutive sub-algebra E ⊆ D which is non-degenerated on E defines an Itô B*-algebra c = C ⊕ E of thermal Lévy motion. We shall call such Itô algebra the quantum (if E is non-commutative) Poisson B*-algebra.
We shall suppose that this algebra is a normed space with respect to four seminorms
Thus the semi-norms (4.1) separate a in the sense
, and the product (a, c) → ac with involution ⋆ is uniformly continuous in the induced topology due to (4.3) .
If a is a ⋆-algebra equipped with a linear positive ⋆-functional l such that
and it is bounded with respect to l in the sense
where a
, then it is fournormed in the above sense. The defined by l semi-norms · µ ν are obviously separating, satisfy the inequalities (4.3), and they also satisfy the ⋆-equalities of the following definition Definition 2. An associative four-normed ⋆-algebra a is called B*-algebra if it is complete in the uniform topology, induced by the semi-norms ( a Let P be the maximal orthoprojector in H for which i (a) P = 0 for all a ∈ a such that E = I − P is the support for the operator algebra A = i (a). We shall prove that the ⋆-projections (4.9)
π (x) = P x + ⊕ xP, ε (x) = Ex + ⊕x ⊕ xE define the homomorphisms of x ⊆ H ⊕ A ⊕ H † respectively onto the ⋆-ideal y = {y ∈ x : ay = 0 = ya} and the maximal subalgebra z ⊆ x having the dense part aa = {ac : a, c ∈ a} w.r.t. any of two Hilbert seminorms. An Ito B*-algebra a with the trivial factor-product aa = {0} and thus · = 0 is called the (general) Brownian algebra. In the opposite case, when aa is dense in x w.r.t. any of the Hilbert semi-norms · − , · + , it is called the (general) Lévy algebra.
for an orthogonal Wiener measure W (t, ∆) on ∆ ⊆ [−π, π] ∋ θ of the normalized intensity can be generalized in the following way. Let ρ k > 0, k ∈ Z be a self-inverse family of spectral eigen-values ρ −k = ρ −1 k for a positive-definite (generalized) periodic function
as it is the second order nilpotent algebra a of
It is a Brownian B*-algebra with closed involution on the complex space D of all η given by all complex sequences η = (η k ) k∈Z with
The operator representation of a in Fock space is defined by the forward differentials of for the standard compensated Poisson measure M (t, ∆) can be generalized in the following way. Let G be a discrete locally compact group, and G ∋ g → λ g ∈ C be a positivedefinite summable function, λ g −1 =λ g , which is self-inverse in the convolutional sense λ * λ g = hλ gh −1 λ h = δ defined by the standard annihilation, creation and exchange operator-valued measures in Fock space with a measurable family (ρ ω ) ω∈Ω of positive operators in H (ω) having the integrable w.r.t. dπ ω traces Trρ ω < ∞.
